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One question that repeatedly haunts the common man is: why is it
that the behaviour of the Indian police towards the masses has not
undergone any appreciable change despite the country becoming an
independent republic. The answer is to be found in  the country’s continued
dependence on the archaic and colonial Indian Police Act of 1861. The
latter law was passed by the then British rulers of India immediately after
the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857 with the sole purpose of imposing a firm and
stiff regime of police force upon the local population. In fact, that police
system was designed for maintaining the absolute authoritarian form of
foreign rule in India. The managerial philosophy of the police hierarchy
was based on distrust of the lower ranks. However despite attaining
Independence in 1947, the Indian Police Act of 1861 was not replaced.
Political powers continue to maintain a strict control over the police
organization and structure. The managerial philosophy, value system, and
ethos of the police to date remain militaristic in design, and suppressive
in practice. Today the Police Act of 1861 functions in association with
the Indian Penal Code (IPC), the Code of Criminal Procedure (Cr. PC)
and the Indian Evidence Act, 1872.

As per the provisions of the Indian Constitution, policing is a state
subject. Hence the responsibility of providing police service to the people
vests with the respective state governments. That most states have chosen
to adopt the old 1861 Act without change tells its own story. Though
some have passed new laws, the changes are only cosmetic and they are
still patterned on the 1861 model. The unfortunate result is there for all
to see. Over the years political control of the police force has only
tightened.

There has been almost 30 years of debate and discussions on the
subject of a new Police Act. While reports submitted by several
government committees and commissions gathers dust on shelves, the
country continues with the same old colonial law. A brief history of the
new Police Act that is still in the making is worth recalling. It was only in
1979 that a National Police Commission was set up to draft a new law. It

FOREWORD
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produced 8 reports including a Model Police Act. But nothing happened
till 1996. In that year two former senior police officers filed a writ petition
in the Supreme Court praying for directions to the various governments
to implement the recommendation of National Police Commission. As
per the Court’s directions the government set up one more Committee
headed by former police chief  J.F. Rebiero, to revise the recommendations.
The Rebiero Committee produced two reports between 1998 and 1999.
In 2000 the government set up a third Committee under the former
Home Secretary K.Padmanabhaiah which released its report in the same
year. Then in 2005 the government appointed a group headed by advocate
Soli Sorabjee to draft a new Police Act. This group submitted a Model
Police Act in late 2006. At the same time Supreme Court directed the
various governments to implement police reforms and provided them
with a framework within which to begin the reform process. A copy of
the Court’s guidelines can be found at the end of this book.

But sadly there is hardly any progress on the reforms front. Though
some states claim to have carried out some reforms, it is partially correct
because in actuality they have diluted the provisions defeating the very
purpose of the Court’s intentions. On the whole, the picture remains
dismal and the Indian police continue to act as the private henchmen of
vested interests and  unscrupulous politicians. In the present neo-liberal
economic age we have neo-colonialism managing a back-door entry into
the country in the form of multi-national corporations and getting
entrenched. The pliant governments of the day which enable an unhindered
plundering of the country’s resources by the national and international
corporations, utilize an obedient police force to contain the rising
resistance of the masses.

Today India is witness to a very sad situation where criminals,
communalists and anti-social elements have infiltrated into politics,
bureaucracy and the police force. As a result there is a phenomenal
increase in the number of cases of custodial deaths, torture, extortion
and fake encounters by the police. But Government doctors and judiciary
have shamelessly joined hands with the police. There is injustice
everywhere. The Unlawful Activities Prevention Act and the Official
Secrets Act are mainly being utilized for the purpose of arresting innocent
citizens, branding them as terrorists and keeping them in indefinite custody
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thus denying them their fundamental rights. According to noted writer
Arundhati Roy, “In the year 2004, 181 nations signed a document calling
for additional emphasis to be given to the protection of human rights this
era of the war on terrorism. India did not sign this document even though
the USA did.”

PUCL has consistently been protesting the rights violations
committed by the police. It has found that the majority of violations occur
in the case of minorities, poor and the dalits. PUCL has been conducting
fact-findings wherever possible and submitting such reports and complaints
to the National and State Human Right Commissions and various other
authorities. In this compilation you will find some of our fact-finding
reports, the complaints we lodged and the replies received. On the whole
it reveals the ineffectiveness of the Human Right Commissions in properly
dealing with the various rights violations and punishing the guilty. In our
opinion the Commissions suffer from lack of infrastructure and manpower
which appears to be the result of deliberate neglect by the governments.
It seems as though the governments have created these bodies as an
obligation under the International Human Rights Covenant, to which it is
a signatory, only to file reports to the United Nations Human Rights
Commission from time to time. The intention of PUCL in publishing this
compilation is to make it as a reference book for all Human Rights activists
and as an eye-opener to the general public who are continuously fed with
false information. We trust that it will also afford an opportunity for the
government to do some soul-searching and strengthen the various Human
Rights Commissions and expedite the police and judicial reforms which
are overdue.

In order to show the power of the people and the importance of
public opinion in a democracy we are holding a People’s Audit of atrocities
committed by the police in the Karavali belt, on 11th and 12th December,
2010. The jury is headed by Justice M.F.Saldanha (Retd.). The other
members of the jury are Mr Purushotham Poojary, senior advocate
Mangalore; well-known Human Rights champions Mr Nagari Babaiah and
Mr Mathew Philip from Bangalore; Prof Rita Noronha, a well-known Human
Rights activist from Mangalore; Ms Merlyn Martis, advocate and well-
known Human Rights champion from Mangalore.
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The People’s Union for Civil Liberties will try to bring together all
those  who are committed to the defence and promotion of civil liberties
in India,  irrespective of any differences which they may have in regard to
political  and economic institutions suitable for the country.

The aims and objects of the organisation will be:

(a) to uphold and promote by peaceful means civil liberties and the
democratic way of life throughout India;

(b) to secure recognition to the principle of dignity of the individual;

(c) to undertake a constant review of penal laws and the criminal
procedure  with a view to bringing them in harmony with humane
and liberal principles;

(d) to work for the withdrawal and repeal of all repressive laws including
preventive detention;

(e) to encourage freedom of thought and defend the right of public
dissent;

(f) to ensure the freedom of the press and independence of mass media
like  radio and television;

(g) to secure the rule of law and independence of the judiciary;

(h) to make legal aid available to the poor;

(i) to make legal assistance available for the defence of civil liberties;

(j) to work for the reform of the judicial system so as to remove
inordinate delays, reduce heavy expenses, and eliminate inequities;

(k) to bring about prison reform;

(l) to oppose police excesses and use of third degree method;

(m) to oppose police discrimination on the ground of religion, race, caste,
sex, or place of birth;

(n) to combat social evils which encroach on civil liberties, such as
untouchability, casteism, and communalism;

(o) to defend in particular the civil liberties of the weaker sections of
society and of women and children;

(p) to do all acts and things that may be necessary, helpful, or incidental
to the above aims and objects.

PUCL
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
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1. To increase consciousness about and commitment to human rights

and civil liberties among all sections of our people;

2. To provide a platform for all groups including political parties to

come together for furthering the cause of human rights, even though

the groups may have differences among themselves on other aspects

of social and political life.

3. To energise and creatively use the existing institutions like the courts

and the press, so that they may become more sensitive to the human

rights situation in India; and

4. To intervene directly in cases where gross violations of human rights

take place.

PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS
OF THE PUCL

5
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* mobilising public opinion in favour of a better climate for protection

of civil liberties in the country.

 * conducting investigations into incidents of violations of human rights,

brought to notice by the victims, the press, a member, or any

concerned individual.

* publishing the findings of these investigations in the PUCL Bulletin

and releasing them to the press, or making them public by other

mean such as public meetings, etc. Many reports are published as

separate documents also.

* filing petitions, on the basis of these investigation, or even otherwise.

These cases are prepared and argued by our lawyer members in the

local courts, High Courts, or the Supreme Court. They meet all the

expenses of fighting these cases, from their own pocket.

The PUCL does not simply react. It organises seminars, lectures,

etc., for focusing attention on the problems concerning its area of

work. It has raised its voice against various oppression laws and

retrograde amendments to the Constitution. It has tried to find the

causes of communal riots and tried to create amity amongst various

sections of society. It also organises observer teams at the time of

Elections from sensitive constituencies.  The PUCL had formulated

a Charter of Demands addressed to all national parties prior to the

general elections in 1989. The practice has been kept up.

It has been active on environmental issues, especially for the rights

of those affected adversely by ‘development’ projects. It has, from

time to time, taken up issues to courts at various levels. The PUCL

has, more than once, taken up the cause of pavement dwellers. It is

MAJOR AREAS OF ACTIVITY
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specially sensitive to the oppression of dalits, minorities, women,

and children.

The PUCL also organises a JP Memorial Lecture on March 23rd every

year. This is the date on which the Emergency was lifted in the year

1977. In the same function the PUCL presents its Journalism for

Human Rights’ Award which carries a citation and an award of

Rs.20,000/- This Award was instituted in 1980 to enthuse interest in

civil liberties and human rights amongst journalists and also to bring

to light the dedication and the work of those working in this field.

There is a common belief that those who believe in capturing power

through violent means, having no faith in the existing parliamentary

democracy or the Constitution, have no rights and liberties. PUCL

thinks otherwise. While disagreeing with their methods and deploring

their actions, PUCL maintains that conditions existing in the society

are no less responsible for motivating people to alter them through

violence. In certain cases their violence is retaliatory against that of

the government. Rule of law has to be guaranteed to every citizen of

the country. This is the basic test of civil liberties. The same is its

attitude to criminals, prisoners, anti-social elements, etc.

4
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Article 1.

• All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.They
are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one
another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Article 2.

• Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this
Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be
made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status
of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be
independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation
of sovereignty.

Article 3.

• Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.

Article 4.

• No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave
trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.

Article 5.

• No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.

Article 6.

• Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before
the law.

UNITED NATIONS

Universal Declaration of Human Rights
December 10, 1948
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Article 7.

• All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination
to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection
against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against
any incitement to such discrimination.

Article 8.

• Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent
national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him
by the constitution or by law.

Article 9.

• No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

Article 10.

• Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an
independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights
and obligations and of any criminal charge against him.

Article 11.

• (1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed
innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which
he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence.

• (2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any
act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national
or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a
heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the
time the penal offence was committed.

Article 12.

• No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy,
family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and
reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against
such interference or attacks.

Article 13.
• (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence

within the borders of each state.
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• (2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own,
and to return to his country.

Article 14.

• (1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries
asylum from persecution.

• (2) This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely
arising from non-political crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes
and principles of the United Nations.

Article 15.

• (1) Everyone has the right to a nationality.

• (2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied
the right to change his nationality.

Article 16.

• (1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race,
nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found a family.
They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during marriage and
at its dissolution.

• (2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent
of the intending spouses.

• (3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and
is entitled to protection by society and the State.

Article 17.

• (1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in
association with others.

• (2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.

Article 18.

• Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion;
this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom,
either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to
manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and
observance.
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Article 19.

• Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this
right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to
seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media
and regardless of frontiers.

Article 20.

• (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and
association.

• (2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.

Article 21.

• (1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country,
directly or through freely chosen representatives.

• (2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his
country.

• (3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of
government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine
elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be
held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

Article 22.

• Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and
is entitled to realization, through national effort and international co-
operation and in accordance with the organization and resources of
each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable
for his dignity and the free development of his personality.

Article 23.

• (1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to
just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against
unemployment.

• (2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay
for equal work.

• (3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable
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remuneration ensuring for himself and his family an existence worthy
of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of
social protection.

• (4) Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the
protection of his interests.

Article 24.

• Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable
limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay.

Article 25.

• (1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the
health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food,
clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and
the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability,
widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond
his control.

• (2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and
assistance. All children, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy
the same social protection.

Article 26.

• (1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at
least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education
shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be
made generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible
to all on the basis of merit.

• (2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and
friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further
the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.

• (3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that
shall be given to their children.
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Article 27.

• (1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of
the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement
and its benefits.

• (2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material
interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production
of which he is the author.

Article 28.

• Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the
rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.

Article 29.

• (1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and
full development of his personality is possible.

• (2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject
only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose
of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms
of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public
order and the general welfare in a democratic society.

• (3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary
to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

Article 30.

• Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any
State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform
any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set
forth herein.

3
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1) This is a case pertaining to  K. Kamalaksha Gatty a police constable

for 26 years who was ill treated by his department. It is because of

his wife was a social worker. While he was under suspension for

nearly a year he was physically thrown out of quarters with his wife

and children as well as cooking utensils. He was also not paid his

salaries during this suspension period for which he was eligible. The

compliant sent to NHRC by PUCL on 14-1-1999 he his published

here with NHRC did not take any steps in this regard.

NHRC Cases

CONSTABLE K. KAMALAKSHA GATTY’S CASE
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Case No. NHRC 90/10/2005-2006

2) This is a complicated case of one Staney Rasquina residing within the

jurisdiction of Kavoor Police Station.  He was harassed by one Sudhir

and his gang who were known rowdies and criminals. They were

also suspected to be murderers of a particular  person whose body

was found in highly decomposed conditions for which the concerned

medical officer had refused to give a proper report stating that the

body was in highly decomposed condition. They had also raped a

woman. In spite of lodging this complaint against Sudhir and his gang

the Kavoor police did not carry out proper investigation but in fact

a false case was filed against Staney Rasquina. Finally PUCL followed

up this complaint with NHRC  but as usual the latter closed the case

without making proper investigation. It is a pity that with all the

infrastrure available to it, NHRC expects a human rights organization

like ours to adduce evidence and prove the case. If this is so, the

commission does not fulfil the mandate given to it nor does it help

the citizen in anyway.
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NHRC 313/10/28/09-10

3) This is a complaint sent by us regarding the death of one B.

Muhammed of Gurpur, Mangalore to NHRC on 8-10-2009. It is about

his sudden death after the unauthorized trespass of Bajpe Police

into his house and the shock he got on seeing them. NHRC has

simply closed the file on receiving a report from IGP Western range

denying any wrongdoing by them. NHRC has not done an

independent investigation. The NHRC has had not provided the

report of IGP to us for our comment. Even otherwise the

responsibility of investigating our complaint is of NHRC which has

simply believed the statement given by the police and closed the file.
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A CASE OF CONTEMPT OF SUPREME COURT BY GOVT.
OFFICERS

4) This is the case where one Mr. K.R. Bhandary  and his entire family

was deprived of the very right to life with dignity because a Supreme

Court order was not implemented by the DC and the Tahsildar

concerned in spite of a struggle stretching to three generations. Our

complaint dated 3-6-1997 was never replied to by NHRC .
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CASE NO. 594/10/19/08-09-OC

5) This is a case of harrasment and torture, meted out to a journalist

from Mangalore who was repeatedly ill treated and his right to

freedom of expression and right to life with dignity were deprived

by the police. NHRC simply closed the file asking Superident of Police

Dakshina Kannada to take steps deemed fit by him. If this is the kind

of remedy NHRC offers to Indian citizens what is the purpose of

existence of NHRC?
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6) In 1997 Shanthi, daughter of Albert Mascarenhas of Mangalore, went

missing and her dead body was found in a lodge at Mulky 20km from

Mangalore. The police declared that she had committed suicide. But,

according to media reports, Shanthi was allegedly abducted by three

local rowdy elements who then took her to Mulky, raped and killed

her. The media pointed out loopholes in police investigation. Albert

Mascarenhas lodged a complaint with the NHRC as per PUCL

directions.
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7) Two women, Mrs Seetha Rathore and Saraswathi Samanth allegedly

killed by some policemen in league with certain politicians. When

PUCL complained to NHRC, the latter asked the local Superintendent

of Police to investigate the case. The SP sends a report exonerating

the policemen and NHRC accepts it without any objection.
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8) On 21.8.2001 Abdul Rauf, a bus driver, gets killed by unknown

persons. The Bus Workers’ Union holds  a public protest during

which police led by circle-inspector HRS Shetty burst tear gas shells

and assault innocent persons. PUCL conducts a fact-finding and sends

a report to NHRC. The NHRC asks the IGP(Western Range) to

investigate the case. On receipt of IGP’s report exonerating the

policemen involved, NHRC closes the case.
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HRC2200/CR/2008-4Th JULY 2008 ATTACK ON ATUL RAO UNDER

TRIAL IN UDUPI JAIL

1) Atul Rao, an accused in some case and lodged in the Udupi sub-jail

was assaulted within the jail premises. PUCL made a complaint to

SHRC on 4.7.2008. As usual SHRC forwards it to the IGP(WR) who

files a reply on 19.8.2008 exonerating the personnel involved. SHRC

disposes of the case.

SHRC Cases
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POLICE ENCOUNTER WITH SO-CALLED NAXALS

2) An alleged “encounter” took place between the police and naxals at

Mavinahole near Horanaadu in Chikmaglur district on 18th , 19th

November 2008, in which one policeman and two naxals died. SHRC

conducted a suo motu fact-finding and since its comments are

extremely relevant we are reproducing four pages of the said report

for the information of public. Almost all encounters carried out by

the police we have strong reasons to suspect the police version

after visiting the spot of the encounter.
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A DALIT  ATROCITIES  CASE

3) On the basis of media reports that dalit students were denied entry

to Mudagodu Durgaparameshwari temple and about the Ajalu system

being practised against the Koraga  tribals, PUCL made a complaint

to SHRC on 16.12.2008. The SHRC forwards the complaint to the

Block Education Officer who replies that the media reports are false

and such incidents have not taken place. And SHRC accepts his version

and closes the case.
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MORTAL ATTACK ON MUSLIMS BY COMMUNAL ROWDIES

4) Two cattle traders Nazir and Muhammed Hasan were attacked

allegedly by men belonging to Sangh Parivar groups. PUCL lodged a

complaint with SHRC on 30.3.2009. SHRC sent it to the Inspector

General of Police (WR). The latter’s enquiry report accepted in toto

by SHRC. Totally dissatisfied with this verdict, PUCL writes back to

SHRC.
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HRC NO.2105/2009 DEMOLITION OF ZOPPADPATTIES BELONGING
TO DALITS

5) In 2009 some 60-odd houses belonging to poor persons at Shaktinagar

in Mangalore are demolished by the authorities. PUCL’s complaint

to SHRC gets forwarded to the Deputy Commissioner of the district.

PUCL is not satisfied with DC’s reply and protests to SHRC. SHRC’s

final report 2105/2009 dated 15.1.2010 asks for a proper survey of

the damages and directs the city corporation to arrange to provide

roofs to the homeless and report back on action taken.
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6) Fact-finding report on the atrocities committed by the police on

Tejaswiraj, former president of NSUI, Mangalore. We sent this report

not only to SHRC but also to NHRC and wrote to the Govt to

dismantle all the unauthorized torture chambers that are secretly

functioning all over the state in which innocent victims are tortured

by using third degree methods which are totally banned by Supreme

Court as well as United Nations. We need to educate the victims to

file private criminal cases in the courts and take the Police to task

and expose their uncivilized behavior. There is no other remedy for

these hardened criminals in khaki.
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PUCL
PEOPLE’S UNION for CIVIL LIBERTIES

Father Muller Road, Valencia, Mangalore - 575 002, Work: 4252170
Fax: 4252174, E-mail: pucl_sk@yahoo.com’

All that is necessary for evil forces to triumph in this world is for enough good
people, to do nothing’-Edmund Burke

PUCL representative met Tejaswiraj in room no: 210 at the AJ

Hospital near Kottara junction, Mangalore.  It is observed that his right

leg and thigh are completely covered in bandage. He has difficulty in walking.

The following is an account of the circumstances surrounding Tejaswiraj’s

arrest as narrated by him:

 The main accused Riyaz is a friend of a certain Radhakrishna’s

acquaintance. This person Radhakrishna is a childhood  friend of Tejaswiraj.

About one year ago, Riyaz was taken to a mobile shop in Falnir by one Sajid.

Riyaz had made some purchases in that mobile shop through credit card. This

was a fraudulent transaction.

Why did the police, who now claim that they have a CD of the CCTV

recording of that transaction in the shop, had not taken any action for nearly

one year? The Falnir mobile shop falls under the Pandeshwar PS and not under

the Mangalore Rural station. Sajid, arrested recently by the Mangalore Rural

police, gave them the name of his friend Majid. Majid was called to the Mangalore

Rural PS on Monday(29th June?). This person Majid gave Radhakrishna’s and

Tejaswiraj’s telephone numbers to the police.

Immediately Tejaswiraj was called to the Mangalore Rural police station.

The moment he set eyes on Tejaswiraj the Sub Inspector Prakash, said, “Oh,

we have been waiting for long to get hold of you. Wait for 5 minutes.”

All of a sudden Tejaswiraj’s eyes were blindfolded and he was driven to

some unknown location. Upon reaching there his blindfold was removed and he

managed to see that he was at a house on top of a hill and the vehicle that

Report on the custodial torture on
Tejaswiraj, President  of National

Students Union of India, D.K.
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brought him was a private silver-coloured Travera.  The location could be

somewhere around Neerumarga.

Within five minutes SI Prakash made his appearance in this place.  He

asked Tejaswiraj to show the credit card. Tejaswiraj replied that he did not

possess any credit card. But he was repeatedly beaten and subjected to roller

treatment. Finally he could not bear it any more and said yes and showed his

ATM card and said this all that I have. SI Prakash abused him and said, “Now

that I have caught you I’ll show you what police is. You have a bias against the

police hunh? .....I’ll see to it that you won’t get into politics any more. I have

CCTV records of you inside the shop.”  He then called up the Kavoor SI Anantha

Padmanabha and forced Tejaswiraj to apologise to him.

On the following afternoon Tejaswiraj was transferred to the Pandeshvar

PS. There he was kept for 3 days since he had been charged under non-bailable

offences. Finally on the evening of Friday the 3rd,  he managed to obtain conditional

bail. Immediately he got himself admitted in AJ Hospital.  Though the hospital

has now sent a medico-legal report to the Kadri PS, till now no one has visited

the hospital.

Tejaswiraj has also made an important observation that there
are four Muslim youth undergoing torture in the same house that he
was detained in.

Observations and comments

Tejaswiraj is the president of the district unit of the National Students

Union of India (NSUI) which is affiliated to the Congress Party. He has

been very active in exposing and protesting the misdeeds of Sangh Parivar.

He had led student protests against the government-sponsored

“Movement Against Terrorism” organised by Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi

Parishat (ABVP).  This so-called movement was clearly meant to further

divide the student community on communal lines. Thus Tejaswiraj has

been a thorn on the side of the ABVP and its mentors, Rashtriya

Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). The Sangh

Parivar has been wanting to target him since a long time and now that

there is a majority BJP government in power, the witch hunt has started.
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The targets are secular groups and persons like Tejaswiraj and the

minorities.

It is a fact that the Dakshina Kannada police force has become

saffronised to a great extent. This has happened over a long period of

time and has been done systematically by the Sangh Parivar as part of

their larger agenda. If Dakshina Kannada today has become one of the

most communal hot spots in the entire country, then part of the credit is

due to this saffronised police force. SI Prakash and many other policemen

with diseased brains are the sad end-results of very, very clever RSS

propaganda. Such policemen are unfit to be in the Indian police because

they have no respect for the secular values of the Indian Constitution.

They have been brain-washed by RSS to such an extent that it has turned

them into blind minority-haters. They arrest members of minority

communities, especially Muslims, and subject them to torture on the

smallest pretext/suspicion. During the recent attacks on Christian

churches, the Sangh Parivar bias of the police was very much in evidence.

This has been witnessed and recorded on video. A report on the incident

that appeared in the Kannada daily newspaper “Karavali Ale” dated 6/7/

09 is enclosed.

Reportedly SI Anantha Padmanabha and SI Pramod are relations of

the present district-in-charge minister.

This report  is prepared by M/s. P.B. D’Sa, James Lewis and Suresh

Bhat of People’s Union for Civil Liberties. Dakshina Kannada

For  People’s Union for Civil Liberties

P.B.D’Sa      James Lewis Suresh Bhat

Date :7/7/09

Copies of Report forwarded to:-

1. State Human Rights Commission to probe into the incident

particularly into  the torture chambers created by the Police in D.K.

and take appropriate steps to stop custodial torture.
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2. Superintendent of Police. D.K. with a request to file an FIR on the

basis of this report against S.I. Prakash and others for torturing

Tejaswiraj,

3. Inspector General of Police, Western Range for necessary action

4. DGP & IG Karnataka State, Bangalore, for necessary action and with

a strong request to transfer all policemen who have been in the

district for more than a period of three years.

This report was forwarded to the SHRC on 7.7.2009. A copy of the

above report was also sent to the NHRC. Both NHRC and SHRC rejected

it saying it was unsigned. Fact is, out of the three people who prepared

the report, one signature was inadvertently missed. PUCL once again

sent a report duly signed by all three on 8.9.2009. But there is no response

till now.

8
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Directive–I: State Security Commission

1. Commission already functioning or not?

2. Names and particulars of the Chairman/ Members?

3. How many meetings held so far with dates of such meetings?

4. Whether any reports placed before the State Assembly?

Directive–II: Selection & Tenure of Director General of Police

1. How many times DGP changed in previous 3 years?

2. Method adopted for empanelment of officers for DGP’s post, each
time?

3. How many officers included in the panel?

4. Seniority-wise Serial No. of the officer selected as DGP, in the selection
panel?

Directive–III: Minimum Tenure of Other Officers

1. Details of officers (Officers in charge of Police Stations, District SPs,
Range DIGs & Zonal IGs)  transferred out from their posts in less
than 2 years of posting

2. Grounds for such transfer, in each case?

Directive–IV:    Separation of Investigation from Law & Order

1. Whether or not earmarked staff since provided for crime investigation
work at police station level, in at least urban areas with population of
10 lakh & more?

2. Is such dedicated staff actually available for investigation work now?

Important information that a citizen should know

ANNEXURE I

Supreme Court Directions
in Prakash Singh Case
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Directive–V: Police Establishment Board

1. Police Establishment Board created or not?

2. If yes, with what composition?

3. What are its assigned functions?

4. Cases, if any, in which the decisions of the Board were set aside or
modified by the State Govt/ Secretariat?

Directive–VI: Police Complaints Authorities

1. Complaints Authorities at the State & District levels created or not?

2. Composition of such Authorities, with names & particulars of
Chairman/ Members?

3. Whether adequate staff & infrastructural facilities provided or not?

4. How effective are the Authorities in their functioning?

3
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“ Custodial violence, including torture and death in the lock-ups,
strikes a blow at the rule of law, which demands that the powers of the
executive should not only be derived from law but also that the same
should be limited by law…………….

Transparency of action and accountability perhaps are two possible
safeguards which this Court must insist upon.”

D.K.Basu vs. State of West Bengal (1997) 1 SCC 216

In view of the increasing incidence of violence and torture in custody,
the Supreme Court of India has laid down 11 specific requirements and
procedures that the police and other agencies have to follow for the
arrest, detention and interrogation of any person. These are:

Police arresting and interrogating suspects should wear “accurate,
visible and clear” identification and name tags, and details of interrogating
police officers should be recorded in a register.

A memo of arrest must be prepared at the time of arrest. This should:

have the time and date of arrest.

be attested by at least one witness who may either be a family member
of the person arrested or a respectable person of the locality where
the arrest was made.

be counter-signed by the person arrested.

The person arrested, detained or being interrogated has a right to
have a relative, friend or well-wisher informed as soon as practicable,
of the arrest and the place of detention or custody. If the person to
be informed has signed the arrest memo as a witness this is not
required.

ANNEXURE II

REQUIREMENTS FOR ARREST,
DETENTION, INTERROGATION

8th March 2005
D. K. BASU JUDGMENT
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Where the friend or relative of the person arrested lives outside the
district, the time and place of arrest and venue of custody must be
notified by police within 8 to 12 hours after arrest. This should be
done by a telegram through the District Legal Aid Authority and the
concerned police station.

The person arrested should be told of the right to have someone
informed of the arrest, as soon as the arrest or detention is made.

An entry must be made in the diary at the place of detention about
the arrest, the name of the person informed and the name and
particulars of the police officers in whose custody the person arrested
is.

The person being arrested can request a physical examination at the
time of arrest. Minor and major injuries if any should be recorded.
The “Inspection Memo” should be signed by the person arrested as
well as the arresting police officer. A copy of this memo must be
given to the person arrested.

The person arrested must have a medical examination by a qualified
doctor every 48 hours during detention. This should be done by a
doctor who is on the panel, which must be constituted by the
Director of Health Services of every State.

Copies of all documents including the arrest memo have to be sent
to the Area Magistrate (laqa Magistrate) for his record.

The person arrested has a right to meet a lawyer during the
interrogation, although not for the whole time.

There should be a police control room in every District and State
headquarters where information regarding the arrest and the place
of custody of the person arrested must be sent by the arresting
officer. This must be done within 12 hours of the arrest. The control
room should prominently display the information on a notice board.

These requirements were issued to the Director General of Police
and the Home Secretary of every State. They were obliged to circulate
the requirements to every police station under their charge. Every police
station in the country had to display these guidelines prominently. The
judgment also encouraged that the requirements be broadcast through
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radio and television and pamphlets in local languages be distributed to
spread awareness.

Failure to comply with these requirements would make the concerned
official liable for departmental action. Not following these directions
constitutes a contempt of the Supreme Court, which is a serious offence,
punishable by Imprisonment and fine. This contempt of court petition
can be filed in any High Court.

These requirements are in addition to other rights and rules, such
as:

The right to be informed at the time of arrest of the offence for
which the person is being arrested.

The right to be presented before a magistrate within 24 hours of the
arrest.

The right not to be ill-treated or tortured during arrest or in custody.

Confessions made in police custody cannot be used as evidence
against the accused.

A boy under 15 years of age and women cannot be called to the
police station only for questioning.

The Constitution

The Constitution of India, which is the basic law of the country,
provides protection to all persons from ill treatment and torture by the
police and other state agencies.

Article 21
Guarantees the right to life and personal liberty to all persons.

Article 22
Lays down the rights available at the time of arrest and detention.

These rights can be enforced by directly approaching the High Courts
and the Supreme Court of India.
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Dakshina Kannada Police Diary

SL OFFICERS STD OFFICE OFFICIAL MOBILE

1 IGP W/R 0824 2220501 9480800032

2 MANGALORE POLICE
COMMISSIONER 9480805952

3 S.P. D.K 0824 2220503 9480805301

4 ADDL S.P. D.K 0824 2220505 9480805302

5 DSP DCRB 0824 2220513 9480805309

6 DSP W/R 0824 2220509 9480805318

7 DSP HQ W/R 0824 2220509 9480805319

8 DSP RCIB 0824  9480800177

9 DSP F.P.B W/R 0824 2220508 9480800486

10 CPI. D.S.B 0824 2220511 9480805307

11 R.P.I.D.A.R. 0824 2220512 9480805306

12 C.P.I.(WIRELESS) 0824 2220500  

13 C.P.I.F.P.B   9480805310

14 C.P.I.IMMIGRATION
(Airport) 0824 2220534  

15 PSI IMMIGRATION PNB 0824 2220541  

16 DISTRICT CONTROL 0824 2220500 9480805300

17 CITY CONTROL 0824 2220555  

18 PSI FMS MANGALORE 0824 2448920  

19 NDPS 0824 2429735  

20 C.P.I.C.S.P. MANGALORE 0824 2451303  

21 DSP EXCISE & LOTTERY 0824 2421163  
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SL OFFICERS STD OFFICE OFFICIAL MOBILE

1 ASP MANGALORE CITY 0824 2220514 9480805320

2 C.P.I NORTH P.S. 0824 2220516 9480805338

3 PSI L & O NORTH P.S. 0824 2220516 9480805345

4 PSI CR. NORTH P.S 0824 2220516  

5 C.P.I SOUTH P.S. 0824 2220518 9480805339

6 PSI L & O SOUTH P.S. 0824 2220518 9480805346

7 PSI SOUTH CRIME 0824 2220518  

8 C.P.I EAST P.S. 0824 2220520 9480805347

9 PSI EAST L & O 0824 2220520  

10 PSI EAST CRIME 0824 2220520  

11 PSI URVA L & O 0824 2220521 9480805349

12 PSI URVA CRIME 0824 2220521  

13 PSI BARKE L & O 0824 2220522 9480805350

14 PSI BARKE CRIME 0824 2220522  

15 CPI TRAFFIC 0824 2220523 9480805337

16 PSI TRAFFIC EAST-I 0824 2220523 9480805371

17 PSI TRAFFIC EAST-II 0824 2220523  

18 PSI TRAFFIC WEST-I 0824 2220524 9480805351

19 PSI TRAFFIC WEST-II 0824 2220524  

20 W.P.I WOMEN P.S 0824 2220525 9480805348

21 W.P.S.I WOMEN P.S 0824 2220525  

22 C.P.I DCIB 0824 2220558 9480805308

23 C.P.I RAILWAY 0824 2220559  

MANGALORE CITY SUB-DIVISION
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SL OFFICERS STD OFFICE OFFICIAL MOBILE

1 DYSP PANAMBUR 0824 2220526 9480805322

2 CPI PANAMBUR 0824 2220528 9480805331

3 PSI PANAMBUR 0824 2220530 9480805355

4 PSI BAJPE 0824 2220531 9480805356

5 PSI KAVOOR L&O 0824 2220533 9480805358

6 PSI KAVOOR CRIME 0824 2220533  

7 CPI MANGALORE (R) 0824 2465803 9480805330

8 PSI L & O MLORE (R) 0824 2220535 9480805352

9 PSI (CR) MLORE (R) 0824 2220535  

10 PSI L & O ULLAL 0824 2466269 9480805353

11 PSI (CR) ULLAL 0824 2466269  

12 PSI KONAJE 0824 2220536 9480805354

13 CPI MULKI 0824 2290560 9480805332

14 PSI MULKI 0824 2290533 9480805359

15 PSI MOODABIDRI 08258 236333 9480805357

16 CPI SURATHKAL 0824 2220540  

17 PSI L &O SURATHKAL 0824 2220540 9480805360

18 PSI CR. SURATHKAL 0824 2220540  

19 KATEEL O.P 0824 2200313  

PANAMBUR SUB DIVISION
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SL OFFICERS STD OFFICE OFFICIAL MOBILE

1 ASP PUTTUR 08251 230500 9480805321

2 CPI PUTTUR TOWN P.S 08251 230555 9480805333

3 PSI L/O PUTTURTOWN 08251 230555  

 PUTTURTOWN W PSI 08251 230555  

4 PSI CR PUTTUR (T) 08251 230555  

5 CPI PUTTUR RURAL 08251 252555  

6 PSI UPPINANGADI 08251 251055 9480805362

7 NELLYADI O.P 08251 254101  

8 PSI PUTTUR RURAL 08251 232102 9480805363

9 PSI KADABA P.S 08251 260044 9480805364

10 CPI SULLIA 08257 233115 9480805334

11 PSI L/O SULLIA 08257 230337 9480805365

12 PSI CR SULLIA 08257 230337  

13 BELLARE O.P 08257 271995  

14 PSI SUBRAMANYA I/C 08257 281250 9480805366

15 CPI BANTWALA 08255 235000 9480805335

16 PSI L/O BANTWAL (T) 08255 232111 9480805367

17 PSI CR BANTWAL (T) 08255 232111  

18 PSI BANTWAL (R) 08255 235000 9480805368

19 FARANGIPETE O.P    

20 PSI VITTLA P.S 08255 239233 9480805369

21 CPI BELTHANGADI 08256 232093 9480805336

22 PSI BELTHANGADI 08256 232093 9480805370

23 DHARMASTALA O.P 08256 277253  

24 PUNJALAKATTE O.P 08256 259375  

25 P.S.I. VENOOR 08256 286232 9480805372

26 PSI FMS PUTTUR 08251 738778

PUTTUR SUB: DIVISION


